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Abstract  
An area can be shaped into a regular shape or an irregular shape. There is an area of irregular shape which is restricted by an 
unknown function, to determine that area must use a numerical integration. One of numerical integration methods is Trapezoidal 
Rule by replacing (𝑥) with an integral approach function which can be evaluated, then let the (𝑥) approximated by a linear 
polynomial in the certain interval, denoted as closed interval      . This study is going to calculate the area of West Java 
Province by using this method with several different number of partitions in each quadrant such as, 9 partitions, 11 partitions, and 
36 partitions in for different quadrants. This study provides the final result of the approximate area which will be compared with 
the actual area based in the error of result. The main finding is the approximate total area will be closer to the actual area followed 
by the increasing number of partitions. 
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1. Introduction 
Problems involving modeling are often found in various fields of science, especially mathematics, for example in 
food optimization modeling (Li et al., 2019), statistical modeling (Fayyoumi et al., 2020; Carter et al., 2018) and 
computer science modeling (Medvedev, 2019; Austin et al., 2002; Sambas et al., 2021). One of the modeling in 
integral form is the determination of the area of a regular or irregular shape, it can also be used to determine the 
volume of a space. 
One of the methods of mathematical modeling using integrals is the Trapezoidal Rule method, where this method 
uses the concept of integral to calculate the area under the curve in intervals (Wu and Smolinski, 2000; Zhang et al., 
2010; Qiao et al., 2019). The Trapezoidal Rule method is included in the numerical method, which is a method for 
solving mathematical models with solving techniques that are formulated mathematically with basic arithmetic 
operations and are carried out repeatedly with the help of computers or manually, so that the results obtained are in 
the form of approximate values that produce errors. This numerical integral method can be used if the integral is 
difficult to solve analytically. 
The Trapezoidal Rule Method has an important role in various disciplines, such as calculation of the area under the 
plasma level-time curve (Chiou, 1978), solution of the area under a curve calculation (Yeh, 2002), solving of the 
linear integro-differential equations (Saadati et al., 2008), solution of structural dynamics (Wu and Smolinski, 2000), 
solution of initial value problems (Gourlay, 1970), numerical solution of first order IVPs (Abbas, 2006) and solution 
of the transient Navier-Stokes equations (Feng et al., 2011).  
This study will calculate the approximation area of West Java Province using the Trapezoidal Rule method with 
several types of partitions in four different quadrants. The purpose of this study is to calculate the approximation area 
of West Java Province and compare it with the latest actual area, which is 35,377.76 km² (BPS West Java Province, 
2021).  
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2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Numerical Integration 
In calculus, a definite integral is defined as the limit of the Riemann sum (Hairer et al., 2006), 
 
 ( )  ∫  (𝑥)
 
 
 𝑥                                                                       (1) 
 
and proves that, 
 
 ( )   ( )   ( )                                                                       (2) 
 
where  (𝑥) is the antiderivative of  (𝑥). Many integral forms can be evaluated using this formula. However, there 
are some integrals that cannot be evaluated by the equation (2) formula because the integrand  (𝑥) has no 
antiderivative so that other methods must be used to evaluate it.  
2.2. Trapezoidal Rule Method 
The main idea for approximation (Hairer et al., 2006), 
 
 ( )  ∫  (𝑥)
 
 
 𝑥                                                                            (3) 
 
is to replace  (𝑥) with an approximation function whose integral can be evaluated. Suppose  (𝑥) approximated 
by a linear polynomial, 
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interpolating  (𝑥) on   and  . Given if, 
 
  ( )  (   ) [
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]                                                                                                                                                                                                 (5) 
 
To improve the approximation   ( ) of equation (5) when  (𝑥) the function is not nearly linear on      , break 
the interval       into smaller subintervals and apply equation (5) to each of the subintervals. If the subintervals are 
small enough,  (𝑥) will be almost linear in each of them. Suppose there are   subintervals, then the following 
formula is obtained in equation (6): 
 
  ( )   [
 
 




 (𝑥 )]                                     
(6) 
 
This formula is called the trapezoidal numerical integration rule. The subscript   states the number of subintervals 
used, and the points 𝑥  𝑥    𝑥  are called numerical integration vertices. 
2.3 Relative Error Formula 
To determine the level of accuracy of numerical integration using the Trapezoidal Rule method, it is necessary to 
find the relative error of the exact value with the formula: 
 
         
                                    
           
         
(7) 
 
So, with the above formula we can see the relative error percentage from a calculation result using the 
Trapezoidal Rule method.  
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3. Results and Discussion 
Discussion in this paper presents a direct application of West Java Province approximation area using the 
Trapezoidal Rule method. West Java is one of the large and developed provinces in Indonesia which has an area of 
35,377.75 km
2












Figure 1: .  Map of West Java Province in Indonesia 
Because if West Java is projected onto the axis of symmetry in the form of an irregular area, the Trapezoidal Rule 
method can be applied with the help of dividing the area into four quadrants, where each quadrant is divided into 
various number of partitions. 
 
3.1 Region 1 Calculation With 9, 18, and 36 Partitions 
 
In region 1 (quadrant one) on the map of West Java, it is divided into 9 partitions as shown in Figure 2. It is 
assumed that the Bandung City is the center point or the center point of the coordinates (   )  so that the axis length 𝑥 
for region one is 125.71 km with   the amount       obtained from the division the length of the axis 𝑥 with the 
number of partitions is 9. For 18 partitions,   is      obtained from the division the length of the axis 𝑥 with the 
number of partitions is 18. For 36 partitions,   is      obtained from the division the length of the axis 𝑥 with the 
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Table 1. Region 1 coordinats for 9, 18, and 36 partitions 
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3.2 Region 2 Calculation With 9, 18, and 36 Partitions 
 
In region 2 (quadrant two) on the map of West Java, it is divided into 9, 18, and 36 partitions. It is assumed that the 
city of Bandung is the center point or the center point of the coordinates (   )  so that the axis length 𝑥 for region two 
is 134.71 km with   the amount       obtained from the division the length of the axis 𝑥 with the number of 
partitions is 9. For 18 partitions,   is      obtained from the division the length of the axis 𝑥 with the number of 
partitions is 18. For 36 partitions,   is      obtained from the division the length of the axis 𝑥 with the number of 
partitions is 36 (See Table 2). 
 
Table 2. Region 2 cordinats for 9, 18, and 36 partitions 
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In region 3 (quadrant three) on the map of West Java, it is divided into 9, 18, and 36 partitions. It is assumed that 
the city of Bandung is the center point or the center point of the coordinates (   )  so that the axis length 𝑥 and the 
  for 9, 18, and 36 partitions for region three is same with region two (See Table 3). 
 
Table 3. Region 3 coordinats for 9, 18, and 36 partitions 
 
REGION 3 
9 Partitions 18 Partitions 36 Partitions 
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3.4 Region 4 Calculation With 9, 18, and 36 Partitions 
 
In region 4 (quadrant four) on the map of West Java, it is divided into 9, 18, and 36 partitions. It is assumed that 
the city of Bandung is the center point or the center point of the coordinates (   )  so that the axis length 𝑥 and the 
  for 9, 18, and 36 partitions for region three is same with region one (See Table 4). 
 
Table 4. Region 4 coordinats for 9, 18, and 36 partitions 
 
REGION 4 
9 Partitions 18 Partitions 36 Partitions 
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3.5 Area Calculation 
 
3.5.1 Total Area for 9 Partitions 
 
It is known that the number of intervals is    , so the calculation of area 1 using the Trapezoidal Rule method is 
as follows: 
  ( )   [
 
 
 (𝑥 )   (𝑥 )   (𝑥 )     (𝑥 )  
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                                . 
The calculation of area 2 is as follows: 
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The calculation of area 3 is as follows: 
  ( )   [
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              . 
The calculation of area 4 is as follows: 
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3.5.2 Total Area for 18 Partitions 
 
It is known that the number of intervals is     , so the calculation of area 1 using the Trapezoidal Rule method 
is as follows: 
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The calculation of area 2 is as follows: 
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3.5.3 Total Area for 36 Partitions 
 
It is known that the number of intervals is     , so the calculation of area 1 using the Trapezoidal Rule method 
is as follows: 
    ( )   [
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Calculation of area 2 is as follows: 
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Calculation of area 3 is as follows: 
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Calculation of area 4 is as follows: 
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3.6 Calculation Area of the Province West Java 
Based on the calculation of the area of the province of West Java using the Trapezoidal Rule method with 9, 18, 
and 36 partitions in each quadrant, the results are shown in Table 4. Based on Table 4, it can be seen that the 
approximate total area will be closer to the actual area followed by the increasing number of partitions. 
 
Table 4. Total area comparison 
 
 
9 PARTITIONS 18 PARTITIONS 36 PARTITIONS 
REGION 1 (   ) 10,570.33           8,909.242 
REGION 2 (   ) 12,543.39           10,545.77 
REGION 3 (   ) 8,703.344           7,877.766 
REGION 4 (   ) 9,286.198           9,288.048 
TOTAL AREA (   ) 41,103.262 37,012.649 36,620.826 
ACTUAL AREA (   ) 35,377.76 35,377.76 35,377.76 
ERROR  13.92% 4.62% 3.51% 
 
4. Conclussion 
In this paper, we have studied area of West Java Province by using this method with several different number of 
partitions in each quadrant such as, 9 partitions, 11 partitions, and 36 partitions in for different quadrants. The main 
finding is the approximate total area will be closer to the actual area followed by the increasing number of partitions. 
For further research, we will compare performance of trapezoidal rule method with other method.  
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